This paper describes the capabilities and limitations of computer programs used to design electron guns and similarly space-charge limited transport systems. Examples of computer generated plots from several different types of gun problems are included.
An example of a triangular mesh field used to solve a gun (7) problem is shown in Fig. 1 -2 the perveance behaves as predicted for a diode, i.e., K 0: ZT while for larger ZT, the perveance approaches a constant depending more on Eir than on Z T'
In an extreme limit calling for low current and high voltage, the illustration in Fig. 6 shows the roles of the pipe and the inserted cylinder reversed for the cathode and anode, respectively; Because of the very small radius of the beam, a reliable calculation demands higher resolution. The portion of the gun between the cathode and the anode has been expanded in Fig. 7 by using the potentials calcualted from the run of Fig. 6 to determine the upper boundary.
Magnetic fields play an important role in many electron devices. Fig. 8 shows a gyrotron gun in which the magnetic field (the axial field is plotted as the extra "trajectory" increasing from left to right) first causes the beam to spiral rather than to strike the first anode.
As the field increases, the spirals grow smaller and faster.
Another magnetic field problem is shown in the gun for the Fermilab electron cooling system illustrated in Fig. 9 . The "mod-anode" controls the gun 
